We present a new class of MDS array codes of size n n (n a prime number) called X-Code. The X-Codes are of minimum column distance 3, namely, they can correct either one column error or two column erasures. The key novelty in X-code is that it has a simple geometrical construction which achieves encoding/update optimal complexity, namely, a change of any single information bit a ects exactly two parity bits. The key idea in our constructions is that all parity symbols are placed in rows rather than columns.
. A common property of these codes is that the encoding and decoding procedures use only simple XOR and cyclic shift operations, and thus are more e cient than Reed-Solomon codes in terms of computation complexity 5] . In this paper, we present X-Code, a new class of MDS array codes of distance 3. Similar to the codes in 1] 3], the error model of X-Code is that errors or erasures are columns of the array, i.e., if one symbol of a column is an error or erasure, then the whole column is considered to be an error or erasure.
One important parameter of array codes is the average number of parity bits a ected by a change of a single information bit in the codes, called the update complexity in this paper. This parameter is particularly crucial when the codes are used in storage applications that need frequent updates of information. The codes in 3] use two dependent parity columns to make the distance of the codes to be 3. But the dependency between the two parity columns makes update of one information symbol a ecting virtually all the parity symbols. So the update complexity of the codes in 3] increases linearly with the number of the columns of the array codes, just similar to Reed-Solomon codes. To overcome this drawback, the EV ENODD codes 1] and their generalizations 2] were designed based on independent parity columns resulting in a more e cient information update. The update complexity of EV ENODD codes approaches 2 as the number of the columns of the codes increases. But it was proven in 2] that for any linear array codes with only parity columns, the update complexity is always strictly larger than 2 (the obvious lower bound). Hence, we asked the following question: Is the update complexity of 2 achievable for general array codes? A positive answer to the foregoing question was given a decade ago 8], and the code in 8] was described by its parity check matrix and represented recently in a clearer form, also by a parity check matrix, in 4]. Here we construct a new family of array codes, called X-Codes, which has a simple geometrical structure and has an update complexity of exactly 2.
Both the X-Codes and the codes in 8] and 4] are combining information and parity symbols within columns in order to achieve optimal update complexity. The redundancy of X-Code is obtained by adding two parity rows rather than two parity columns, which results in the nice property that update of one information symbol a ects only two parity symbols, i.e., the update complexity is always 2. In addition, the number of operations for computing parity symbols at every column is the same, namely, the computational load is evenly distributed among all the columns, thus the bottleneck e ects of repeated write operations are naturally overcome.
The main contribution of this paper is constructing X-Code, a new class of MDS array codes of distance 3, with the properties of optimal update complexity and balanced computations. The simple geometrical structure of X-Code makes its decoding very e cient, for both two erasures and one error. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the encoding scheme of X-Code is described, and a proof of its MDS property is presented. In Section 3, we provide an e cient decoding algorithm for correcting two erasures, as well as an e cient algorithm for correcting one error. Section 4 concludes the paper and presents some future research directions.
X-Code Description
In X-Code, information symbols are placed in an array of size (n ? 2) , parity symbols are constructed from the information symbols along several parity check lines or diagonals of some slopes with the addition operation +. But instead of being put in separate columns, the parity symbols of the X-Code are placed in two additional rows. So the coded array is of size n n, with the rst n ? 2 rows containing information symbols, and the last two rows containing parity symbols. Notice that each column has information symbols as well as parity symbols, i.e., information symbols and parity symbols are mixed in each column. Errors or erasures can happen in any column. If an error or an erasure occurs to a symbol in a column, then this column is considered to be an error or erasure column. By the structure of the code, if two columns are erasures, the number of remaining symbols is n(n ? 2) , and is equal to the number of original information symbols, which makes it possible for X-Code to recover the two column erasures.
2.1
Encoding Procedure Let C i;j be the symbol at the ith row and jth column, the parity symbols of X-Code are constructed according to the following encoding rules:
where i = 0; 1; ; n ? 1, and hxi n = x mod n.
Geometrically speaking, the two parity rows are just the checksums along diagonals of slopes 1 and -1 respectively. More clearly, to get a parity check row, an imaginary 0-row is placed after the parity check row, then in the resulting array of n n, checksums of all diagonals of slope 1 ( or slope -1 ) in the square array are all 0s. Thus the two parity rows are constructed independently . The following example gives a construction of X-Code of size 5 5. From the construction of X-Code, it is easy to see that the two parity rows are obtained independently, more speci cally, each information symbol appears exactly once in each parity row, and all parity symbols only depend on information symbols, but not on each other. So updating one information symbol results in updating only two parity symbols. But from the MDS property which will be proven soon, the code is of column distance 3, i.e., the code can correct up to two column erasures. So each information symbol must appear at least in three columns, otherwise, once all the columns containing this information symbol are erased, the information symbol can never be recovered, which contradicts with the MDS property. So the lower bound of the update complexity for any codes of column distance 3 is 2. Thus X-Code has the optimal encoding ( or update ) property, i.e., it achieves the lower bound 2 of the update complexity.
It is also easy to see that X-Code is a cyclic code in terms of columns, i.e., cyclically shifting columns of a codeword of X-Code results in another codeword of X-Code.
In addition, notice that each column has two parity symbols, each of which is the checksum of n ? 2 information symbols, thus the number of computations ( group additions ) for parity symbols at each column is 2(n ? 3). This balanced computation property of X-Code is very useful in applications that require evenly distributed computations.
2.2
The MDS Property
In this section, we state and prove the MDS property of X-Code.
Theorem 1 (MDS Property)
X-Code has column distance of 3, i.e., it is MDS, if and only if n is a prime number.
Proof: Let us start with the su cient condition, namely, we need to prove that for any prime number n, X-Code is MDS. First observe that X-Code is a linear code, thus proving that the code has column distance of 3 is equivalent to proving that the code has minimum column weight w min of 3, i.e., a valid codeword of X-Code has at least 3 nonzero columns. We will prove it by contradiction.
From the construction of X-Code, checksumming is done along diagonals of slope 1 or slope -1, it is impossible to have only one nonzero column, thus w min > 1.
Now suppose w min = 2, then without loss of generality because of the column cyclic property of X-Code, we can assume the nonzero columns are the 0th and kth columns where 1 k n ? 1. Denote the ith symbol of the 0th and kth columns by a i and b i respectively.
Observe that one diagonal of slope 1 or -1 only traverses n ? 1 columns, then among the diagonals of slope 1, the diagonal crossing a n?1?k does not cross any symbol of the kth column, and the diagonal crossing b k?1 does not cross any symbol of the 0th column, so a n? Similarly, starting from a n?1?k = 0, we have a n?1?k = a n?1?3k = = a n?1?(n?2)k = 0 and b n?1?2k = b n?1?4k = = b n?1?(n?1)k = 0 again, all indices above are mod n.
We can describe the above 4 sets of entries in the array as follows. Let A 0 = fh(2m + 1)k ? 1i n : m = 0; 1; ; n?3 all the sets do not include n?1, since n is prime. This can also be seen from the construction of X-Code, since the (n ? 1)th row is just an imaginary all-0 row and it does not need to be considered. An illustration of the above sets for n = 5 and k = 2 is as follows:
Since n is prime, for any 1 k n ? 1, gcd(n; k) = Similarly, B 0 B 1 = f0; 1; ; n ? 2g So all the rst n ? 1 symbols in the 0th and the kth columns are 0's, obviously the last symbols in the 0th and the kth columns should be also 0's. Thus, w min 3, but it is easy to see there is a codeword of column weight 3, so w min = 3. This concludes the proof for the su cient condition. Now from the equation Eq. (3), it can be seen that if n was not a prime number, i.e., n could be factored into two factors n 1 and n 2 , let k = n 1 , and m + l + 1 = n 2 , we got a solution (k; l; m) for the equation Eq. (3) or Eq. (2), where 2 k n ? 1, i.e., we got a codeword of weight 2 ( see (2) in the following remark for an example ). Because the code is linear, the code is of distance 2, this contradicts with the fact that the code is MDS, i.e., of distance 3. So n being a prime number is a necessary and su cient condition to the MDS property of X-Code. 2 Remarks:
1. For the su cient condition, we can always nd a diagonal of one slope which traverses only one of the two columns, and thus the traversed symbol must be 0. Starting from this 0-symbol, use the diagonal of the other slope crossing this symbol, we can determine the crossed symbol by the diagonal in the other column must be also 0. So this saw-like recursive procedure can proceed until it hits a parity symbol at one of the two columns, since a parity symbol can only lie in one diagonal. We call this saw-like recursion as a decoding chain. Since there are four parity symbols at the two columns, there are at most four decoding chains. ( A simple calculation can show that there are two decoding chains when k = 1 and four decoding chains otherwise. ) The procedure of getting the decoding chains will stop with all the symbols at the two columns as 0s if n is prime. Since this procedure is deterministic once the positions of the two columns are given, it also provides an e cient erasure decoding algorithm. 2. For the necessary condition, if n is not prime, then we can always choose k as a factor of n, and as long as all the symbols in the two columns whose indices are in the sets , are MDS if and only if n is prime. The proof is similar to the case where the slope pair is (1,-1) . It seems that other slope pairs don't provide advantages over (1,-1), so in this paper we will focus on X-Codes generated by the slope (1,-1).
E cient Decoding Algorithms
In this section, we present decoding algorithms for correcting two erasures or one error of X-Code. As the encoding algorithm of the code, decoding algorithms do not require any nite eld operations. Instead, the only operations needed are just cyclic shifts and XORs, which can be implemented very e ciently with software and/or hardware. It is clear how to correct one erasure, since the erasure can be easily recovered along one of the diagonals. So we will proceed with correcting two erasures.
Correcting Two Erasures
First notice that in an array of size n n, if two columns are erasures, then the basic unknown symbols of the two columns are the information symbols. So the number of unknown symbols is 2(n ? 2). On the other hand, in the remaining array, there are 2(n ? 2) parity symbols which include all the 2(n ?2) unknown symbols. Hence correcting the two erasures is only a problem of solving 2(n?2) unknowns from the 2(n?2) linear equations. From the proven fact that X-Code is of distance 3, it can correct two erasures, thus the 2(n ? 2) linear equations must be linearly independent, i.e., the linear equations are solvable. Now notice that the code has such a feature, as proven in section 2, that no two information symbols in a same column can appear in one parity symbol, each equation has at most two unknown symbols, and some equation has only one unknown symbol. This drastically reduces the complexity of solving the equations. We can always start from the equation ( or the parity symbol, the determination of whose position will be discussed soon ) with only one unknown symbol in it, then recursively go to the other parity symbol including this just solved symbol to get another unknown symbol until all the unknown symbols are solved.
Suppose the erasure columns are the ith and jth ( 0 i < j n ? 1 ) columns, since each diagonal traverses only n ? 1 columns, if a diagonal crosses a column at the last row, no symbols of that column are included in this diagonal. This determines the position of the parity symbol including only one symbol of the two erasure columns, and the symbol can be immediately recovered from the simple checksum along this diagonal.
First consider the diagonals of slope 1. Suppose the xth symbol of the ith column is the only unknown symbol in a diagonal, then this diagonal hits the jth column at the (n ? 1)th row, and hits the rst parity row at the yth column, i.e., the three points (x; i); So from the parity symbol C n?2;j?1 , we can immediately get the symbol C (n?1)?(j?i);i in the ith column. Similarly, the symbol C (j?i)?1;j in the jth column can be solved directly from the parity symbol C n?2;hi?1i n . Symmetrically with the diagonals of slope -1, the symbol C (j?i)?1;i in the ith column can be solved from the parity symbol C n?1;hj+1i n , and the symbol C (n?1)?(j?i);j in the jth column can be solved from the parity symbol C n?1;i+1 .
Notice that an information symbol is crossed by the diagonals of slope 1 and -1 exactly once respectively, so if an unknown symbol is solved along a diagonal of slope 1 ( or -1 ), then from the parity symbol along the diagonal of slope -1 ( or 1 ) which crosses the solved symbol, another unknown symbol in the other column can be solved. This procedure can be used recursively until the parity symbol is in an erasure column or the solved symbol itself is a parity symbol.
Suppose the erasures are the ith and jth ( 0 i < j n ? 1) columns, and the parity rows are P 0 and P 1 for the diagonals of slopes 1 and -1 respectively, i.e., P 0 k] = C n?2;k and P 1 k] = C n?1;k for 0 k n ? 1, then a formal algorithm for correcting the two erasures in X-Code can be described as follows: Step 1 of the algorithm computes the positions of the four parity symbols with only one unknown symbol.
Step 2 through 4 include the recursive procedure described above.
Step 3 is just the checksum calculation along a diagonal of slope Slope crossing the parity symbol P 0 Par Col] ( or P 1 Par Col] ) to recover the unknown symbol C Sym Row;Sym Col if the parity symbol is not in one of the erasure columns, otherwise just restarts with another parity symbol obtained in Step 1.
Step 4 decides the position of the diagonal including the next unknown symbol from the just solved symbol. The complexity of the algorithm is easy to analyze. Each iteration solves one unknown symbol, and it needs (n?3) XOR operations.
So to correct two erasure columns, the decoding algorithm needs 2n(n ?3) XOR operations, just the same as that of the encoding algorithm.
Following is a simple example to show how the decoding algorithm works. To be more general, we would use symbols rather than numerical values.
Example 2 Correcting Two Erasures of a 5 5 X-Code
Without loss of generality, we assume the last ( i.e., the 4th ) column is one of the erasures, and because of the symmetry of the code, we only need to examine the cases where the other erasure is 3rd or 2nd column. To correct one error, the key is to locate the error position. This can be done by computing two syndrome vectors from the two parity rows. Since the error is a column error, it is natural to compute the syndromes with respect to columns than to rows as in the encoding procedure. Once the error location is found, the value of the error can be easily computed along the diagonals of either slope. Suppose R = r i;j ] 0 i;j n?1 is the error-corrupted array, then construct two arrays U = u i;j ] 0 i;j n?1 and V = v i;j ] 0 i;j n?1 from R, where for 0 j n ? 1, u i;j = v i;j = r i;j ; 0 i n ? 3 (4) u n?2;j = r n?2;j ; v n?2;j = r n?1;j (5) u n?1;j = v n?1;j = 0 (6) (7) i.e., U and V are constructed by copying the n ?1 information rows and parity rows accordingly from R, then adding an imaginary 0-row at the last row, From U and V , compute two syndrome vectors S 0 and S 1 as follows:
all sub-indices above are mod n. It is easy to see that the two syndrome vectors are respectively the column checksums along the diagonals of slope 1 and -1, and they should be all-zero vectors if there is no error in the array R. If there is one error in the array R, then the two syndromes are just the cyclic-shifted version of the error vector with respect to the position of the error column, thus its location can be determined simply by cyclic equivalence test. The following example shows how a single error column is re ected in two syndromes for an X-Code of size 5. Since X-Code can correct one error, which means the location of a single column error can always be found unambiguously, such a unique i can be found that the two shifted syndrome vectors may only di er in the second last component and their last components are both 0s ( Eq. (12) and Eq. (13) ). Once the error location i is found, the error value is directly obtained from Eq. (12) and Eq. (13). 2 The above algorithm needs 2n(n ? 2) XOR operations to compute the two syndrome vectors, and on average n cyclic equivalence test operations to get the error location.
Conclusions
We have presented X-Code, a new class of n n MDS array codes of distance 3. The signi cant di erence of these codes from all other known array codes is that the parity (redundant) symbols are placed in two independent rows rather than columns. Encoding and decoding of the codes may be accomplished using only XOR operations. We proved that n being a prime number is necessary and su cient for X-Code to be MDS. X-Code achieves the lower bound of the update complexity for all prime numbers n, and it also has balanced computation at each column, which might be very helpful in storage systems and distributed computing systems. Finally decoding algorithms for correcting erasures and error are given.
One future research problem is to extend X-Code for all positive integers rather than only prime numbers. Another research direction is to extend X-Code to have distance r+1, where r 3, while all the properties of X-Code still remain unchanged, namely the MDS property and the optimal update complexity property. Our primary research shows that in general X-Code can not be easily extended to have larger distance by simply using more parity rows and taking more slopes, except for few lengths n.
